
 

 

 

 

 
 

Class 1 Home learning 13.3.24 
It has been a bit of varied week for the children. They have taken part in Tree week led 

by Mrs Heard where they have made tree decorations, had an assembly on the 

importance of trees and will also be sharing this work with parents and carers on Friday 

afternoon.  

The children have thoroughly enjoyed History this week when we explored what  we 

thought Neil Armstrong world need to take into space back in 1969. We linked this back 

to the work we did on timelines in the Autumn term and thought about items which were 

available and those which he wouldn’t have been able to take because it wasn’t 

invented yet. The children then picked what they would take and had to share this and 

explain why. 

Year 1 

Your child will be bringing home a book this week which they read with you and also 

during guided reading, the aim is that this book is read multiple times to practise their 

phonics and fluency. They can also being home a picture book to share. Please aim to 

read with you child 3 times a week and sign their reading records.  

 

Year 2. Your child now has an Accelerated reader book. They will keep this book and 

read it both at home and in 1-1 reading until they can read it fluently. They will also have 
guided reading sessions in class with Mrs Mitchell using an additional Accelerated reader 

book. 
 

NO TOPIC HOME LEARNING THIS WEEK, ANOTHER PROJECT WILL BE SET SOON. 

 
The space home learning we have seen so far have been INCREDIBLE. Well done  
 

Phonics: 

they, this, them, that, both, than, their, there, together. 

 

Parents, I need your help! 
Please listen out for your child saying the above words and, if you hear a ‘v’ or ‘f’ sound 
instead of a ‘th’ sounds, can you correct them by saying the word with the correct sound 
and mouth formation and then encourage your child to repeat it back to you.  
Many children are saying these words with the ‘v’ or ‘f’ sound and then therefore spelling 
them with a ‘v’ sound e.g. ven for then, bof for both.  



 

I keep telling them that’s it’s the only time they are allowed to stick their tongues out at 
me when putting they tongue on their teeth to make the ‘th’ sound!! 
Your continued support is greatly appreciated.  


